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BEIRUT 1991 (91A6-413), detail 

From June 5 and for the whole summer period, Studio la
Città will be devoting a tribute to the famous
photographer Gabriele Basilico by reserving some of the
gallery rooms to his work about the city of Beirut and to
the projection of the film Beyrouth Centre Ville, 1991 by
Tanino Musso, the reporter for the RAI who followed
Basilico during his photographic mission in the city
destroyed by the long civil war.

The show is an integral part of a wider programme
started last April with the group show Today I would like
to be a Tree and which culminated with the show I am one
acquainted with the night. The latter, organised together
with the Tanit gallery in Beirut, which was badly damaged
in August 2020 after the terrible explosion in the area of
the port, is hosted in the main rooms of Studio la Città at
the same time as the homage to Basilico.

   

In collaboration with Archivio Gabriele Basilico



Gabriele Basilico was invited to Beirut for the first time
in 1991 by the Hariri Foundation together with an
international group of photographers: Raymond
Depardon, Fouad Elkoury, René Burri, Josef Koudelka,
and Robert Frank. The mission’s aim was to document
the city’s “centre ville”, devastated by a civil war that
lasted over fifteen years.

On 13 April 1975 some armed men in a car shot at a
group of people, among them the leader of the
Phalangists, Pierre Gameyal, who was present for the
consecration of a church. Some hours later Gemeyel’s
Christian Phalangists killed thirty Palestinians. This was
the beginning of the Lebanese civil war, that officially
closed only on 13 October 1990. It is estimated that
120,000 people died in the war, and about half a million
Lebanese were obliged to abandon their homes
(source: Internazionale).

Basilico was to return to Beirut another three times: in
2003, 2008, and 2011. In 2003 the architectural
magazine Domus, edited by Stefano Boeri, proposed
that he record the reconstruction of the city through
urban views corresponding to the photos shot in 1991,
in order to underline the changes in comparison with
the past.
In 2008 he returned for the opening of a show by him
at the Planet Discovery Center and, for this occasion he
continued to record the reconstruction of the city, this
time in a broader way and without a specific request.
In 2011 it was once again the Hariri Foundation that
involved him in the documentation of the rebuilt Beirut,
together with Fouad Elkoury (who was also part of the
1991 mission), Klavdij Sluban, and Robert Polidori.

On show is a selection of works created in 1991
and a single photo from 2011, as well as the
documentary film where Tanino Musso retraces
the first photographic mission through the eyes
of Basilico.

BEYROUTH CENTRE VILLE, 1991

UN FILM DE TANINO MUSSO
POUR GABRIELE BASILICO, 22’

Un film de Tanino Musso pour Gabriele
Basilico, 22’
In 1991 the Hariri foundation asked the
Lebanese writer Dominique Eddé to
coordinate a photographic mission to
Beirut with the aim of recording the city
centre, destroyed by a war lasting
fifteen years and before its
reconstruction.

So Eddé invited an international group
of artists, Gabriele Basilico, Raymond
Depardon, Fouad Elkoury, René Burri,
Josef Koudelka, and Robert Frank, all
different for experience and
background.

Tanino Musso, the reporter for the RAI,
followed Basilico. As he remembers
today, “The images of this film were, in
fact, my travel notes. I shot Basilico,
Burri, and Franck at work, the meetings
of Eddé and Elkoury, the movements,
the people. Dominique Eddé then
asked me if it were possible to
assemble them together and make
them into a short film. I had shot some
five hours and I tried to assemble
them”.

Since 1995, “Beyrouth Centre Ville”,
shot with a Sony 8 mm. Handicam
video camera in 1991, is kept in the
archives of the Maison Européenne de
la Photographie, Paris, and in the
following years has been acquired by
various international institutions.
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